
**********     JANUARY 2020 NEWSLETTER     ********** 

NEWS   - We have just received a restock of NSR tyres, and 

two new cars shown in the next section. 

Slot.it have just released a new size in the popular N22 formula 

tyres. This is the “18 x 10 “ mould known as 1207. 

We already have a supersoft N18 in the same mould for really 

high grip. The N22 provides sufficient grip in most situations, 

and is the easiest tyre compound to true of all that we stock. 

We will get our stocks 3rd week January, along with the new car 

models, and a hefty parts re-stock. 

 

I have two tech articles this month. First is a rewrite of an old 

newsletter article from about 5 years back, which many will not 

have seen; on the setup of a Sideways Group 5 car in normal 

Flat-6 angle-winder configuration; with a Slot.it 1mm offset 

angle-winder pod. I did that at the time, because the early 

Sideways pods were too flexible for our wood track racing.  

The stock Sideways pods were later changed to a stiffer pod, 

which is fine for wood track racing. So this article becomes a 

useful basic setup guide for standard cars. 

The second article is on wiring LED lights for track lighting.  

 

I am steadily putting all previous tech articles from newsletters 

into the tech articles page on the website. I hope newer slotters 

will find lots of useful tips and techniques to improve your cars 

and general slotting experience. You can access these articles 

by hovering your mouse over “LINKS”  then sliding it down and 

clicking “TECH ARTICLES FROM NEWSLETTERS”  

 

 

New Cars    

Mercedes 190E DTM  White Kit  CA44z    Slot.it  

We can now officially sell these white kits 
 

 
 

 
 

Chassis: Podded 

Motor: Slot.it V12/4  (MX15)   21,000rpm 150g*cm 7.9 watts 

@12V   mounted as Inline 

Axle & Gears - 2.38mm (3/32nd) 

Gearing: Crown 28t - Pinion 9t brass 

Has adjustable height front axle - this requires optional M2.0 

Hex screws not supplied with car 

Hubs: 15.8mm x 8.3mm - plastic front, alloy rear 

Tyres front and rear: Product code PT1228C1 

M2 allen key under box for rear hubs and for optional screw 

for front axle adjustment 

SSD Upgradable: Yes, use Slot.it SP15b 



March 701 # 26   Monza GP 1971  CAR04d   Policar 

 

 

Chassis: Podded 

Motor: Slot.it PMX01 FF-030  24,500rpm mounted as inline  

Axle & Gears - 2.38mm (3/32nd) 

Gearing: Robust Hewland style 3 gear-box as pictured at 

bottom to provide torque & braking unique to Policar 

Z1: Pinion is 9T brass 

Z2: Step-down gear 25/16T Plastic 

Z3: Crown 17T Brass 

Hubs: front 14.4mm x 8.3mm - plastic  

Hubs: Rear 14mm x 12mm - plastic 

Tyres front: Product code PT1220C1 

Tyres rear: Product code PT1219F22 

 
 

 
 

Ferrari 412P - #11 1000Km Spa 1967     CAR06b   Policar 
 

 

 

Chassis: Podded with 0.5mm offset 

Motor: Slot.it MX16 23,000rpm  mounted as sidewinder 

Axle & Gears - 2.38mm (3/32nd) 

Gearing: Crown 32t - Pinion 11t brass 

Has adjustable height front axle - this requires optional M2.0 

Hex screws not supplied with car 

Hubs: Front 14.3 x 8mm - plastic 

Hubs: Rear 15.8mm x 8mm - plastic 

Tyres: Front PT1088c1 

Tyres: Rear PT1228c1 

M2 allen key under box for rear hubs and for optional screw 

for front axle adjustment 

SSD Upgradable:  Yes, use Slot.it chip SP15b 

 

 



Mercedes AMG Test car 0097   NSR 

 

Chassis: Podded 

Motor: NSR Shark 25,000rpm 176gr-cm 11 watts @12vdc 

mounted as sidewinder 

Axle & Gears - 2.37mm 

Gearing: Crown 32t - Pinion 11t brass 

Hubs: Front 17 x 8mm - alloy, M2.5 grub screws 

Hubs: Rear 17 x 10mm - alloy, M2.5 grub screws 

Tyres front:  18 x 8 Zero Grip 

Tyres rear:  20 x 11 Supergrip 

 

ASV (Aston)  GT3 #007 0099 NSR 

 

 

 

Chassis: Podded 

Motor: King EVO 21400rpm long can 350g/cm 18.8 watt @ 

12v dc  mounted as angle winder 

Axle & Gears - 2.32mm 

Gearing: Crown 31t - Pinion 13t brass 

Hubs: Front 17 x 8mm - alloy, M2.5 grub screws 

Hubs: Rear 17 x 10mm - alloy, M2.5 grub screws 

Tyres front:  18 x 8 Zero Grip 

Tyres rear:  20 x 11 Supergrip 

 

  



Tech Article – BMW M1 Tune 

This is actually an old tune I did when the first Sideways BMWs 
Group 5 models came out, but the main principles hold true. I 
actually converted this to sidewinder at a later date for a proxy 
series, but the lap times with the stock Flat-6 angle-winder setup, 
would still have it at the pointy end of our club racing. The article 
doesn’t show a lot of information, but if you click on the YouTube 
link, you will get a good idea of how I set it up. 

I just cracked open one of the new Group 5 BMWs by 
Sideways/Racer 

 

So below is what I did to bring one into the sort of tune we 
use for our local club racing. Chassis into the boiling water 
bath twice to flatten any distortions created at manufacture 
from the fast cooling of the injection molding process. 

  

Sideways Hi Grip “wide” 20. x 11 tyres fitted to hubs, then 
glued and trued…. 

 

Pod replaced with a Slot.it CH82 pod which I prefer for 
increased stiffness.

 
 

So I ended up with this.

 
 

Click the link in the image below for video of a blow by 
blow on the build and some track video

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ckwD3KIwhwE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ckwD3KIwhwE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ckwD3KIwhwE


Tech Article - WIRING LEDs 

LED stands for Light Emitting Diode – in case you didn’t know, and they are a very efficient form of 

lighting, as there is virtually no heat generated. So almost all the power consumed is converted to light. 

This also means you can use what seems like a very small (and cheap) power supply to power lots of LEDs. 

LEDs use low voltage, so they are safe to work with. The only real danger is of shorting something out 

which damages your power supply or causes a fire. 

Mainly because they are not getting hot, LEDs have a very long lifespan. You may never need to replace any 

LED lights you have set up.  

One point I should stress is that the power supply should be “regulated” – that means the output voltage 

does not change when the current load changes. Most small, modern power supplies are regulated, but 

some older ones aren’t.   

Some LEDs such as colour changing LEDs, flashing LEDs and 5V LEDs are designed to run off a 5V supply 

and therefore don't need a resistor. All other standard and bright LEDs will need a current limit resistor.If 

you are buying some made up items such as miniature street lighting, a commercial supplier will generally 

state one of: 

- Has an integral resistor wired into the unit, and is ready for use with a DC power supply of xx volts 

- Comes with xxx ohm resistors suitable for xx volts DC supply – you fit the resistors yourself - or a 

resistor of a different value if your power supply has a difference DC output voltage. 

- If it says nothing – check. You may need to buy some resistors yourself. 

If you are buying raw LEDs, you usually need to buy your own resistors.  

LEDs have a positive and a negative terminal, also known as the anode  

and cathode. The cathode should be connected towards the ground or  

negative side of the power supply, and the anode toward the positive  

side. The longer leg of the LED is the positive side.  

Another way to tell which is the negative side of your LED is to look for 

the small “flat” on the base of the LED head.   This is always on the  

negative side of the LED 

The resistors can be connected to either terminal of the LED. I strongly recommend you wire the LEDS in 

parallel like in the diagram below; using one resistor for each LED. 

 

 

How do I know what value to resistor to use? 

Firstly you need to know the operating voltage of your LED, which is very typically 1.2 volts DC, although 

 



some are up to 3.7 volts. Secondly, you need to know the current draw which the manufacturer says is the 

saving amount to push through your LED. A very common value is 20ma (milliamps) which is a tiny 

amount. Super modern super LEDS can use a lot more.  

Both values should be stated in the sales information for the LEDs. 

You can use this formula to calculate your resistor value ®. 

" Power Supply Voltage (V) minus Led voltage (Vled) divided by LED current (Iled) " 

(also shown as R = Vled / Iled ) 

- Or you can use a simple spreadsheet which will calculate it for you. 

Here is a web link to my calculator  http://www.burmac.nz/auslot/ LED powering formula.xls 

As resistors come in certain standard values, simply choose the nearest resistor value larger than the 

number calculated. For instance: For 1.2v 20ma LEDs with a 6 volt supply as in the previous diagram, the 

resistors calculate to 240 ohm, so you would use 270 ohm ones. This is to ensure that you do not allow 

too much current to flow through the LED and eventually cause it to fail. 

The smallest current capacity of resistors which is commonly sold is “1/8th watt”   
Trust me, this is plenty and more than you need. But if you have, see for sale some cheap ¼ or ½ 

watt resistors, you can use those equally well. It will make absolutely no difference to the LEDs or the 
circuit what current capacity resistors you actually use. 
 

But what if some of the LEDs are of different value voltage or current? – Simply calculate the formula 
for each value of LED separately, and use the different value resistors applicable to each type of LED. 

They can all be used alongside each other in the circuit diagram on page one. – Again, it will not cause 
any difficulty for the circuit. 
 

How big should my power supply be? – Simply add together the current drawn by each LED. In the 
example above it would be 20ma  + 20ma  +  20ma + 20ma = 80ma (milliamps) 

- The smallest cell phone charger can probably put out at least double this amount….. 
 
How do I put a switch in the circuit – That’s dead easy, see below 

 

 
 
That should be sufficient to get the average beginner working happily with wiring LED circuits 

 

 

http://www.burmac.nz/auslot/%20LED%20powering%20formula.xls


Q & A 
Q.  I am wanting to know what your recommendation would be 

for an Slot-it upgrade rear end, motor and wheels and tyres for 
my Scalextric Lamborghini Diablo. C.127.  

 

A.  Really old Scalextric cars may not conform to the common 
"norms" of modern Scalextrics. So it isn't possible for me to 
recommend "X"  solution as a certainty; so I need a bit of help 
from you. 
  
There is a way to work it out. If I can get some information and 
measurements from you, I can recommend a particular kit.  
  
- Firstly, is it the model in the picture attached, with an "inline" 
drive-train similar to the Ninco brand model in this 2nd picture? 

 
(I couldn't find a picture of the actual Scalextric model drive-
train anywhere)  
- Can you measure the diameter of the rear wheels with the 
tyres currently fitted. (and without if possible) 
- Also measure the width of the complete rear end, and lastly 
- Measure the width of the actual wheel. 
  
One of the inline Slot.it kits should fit nicely, it is just a matter of 
which one. 
The only thing you won't have, is matching rear inserts unless 
you have the tools to cut down the original rear wheels to turn 
them into "inserts" for the Slot.it alloy wheels. 
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=index&cPa
th=3_217  
 
  

 
Answer: Measurements 

Rear wheel with tyres on diameter. 18-19 mm. 

Without tyre 15-16 mm. 

Rear end width with tyre on 60 mm. 

Wheel width 8 mm. 

Inline motor configuration. 

Further reply: Firstly, - The existing pinion should mesh just fine 
with the crown gear in our kits. They are all nominal 0.5 
modulus  (about 48 pitch) 
 The stock tyres on your car are a little higher profile than the 
soft rubber tyres we sell for racing, so I suggest going with the 
17.2mm rims, which you could do in either of 8mm wide or 
9.75mm wide wheels. – You have the space for that 
 
This is my suggestion  
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=product_in
fo&cPath=3_217&products_id=78 
  
Coupled with this tyre if you are using scalextric track 
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=product_in
fo&cPath=3_22&products_id=920  
 
It gives you an overall diameter of 21mm, plenty of width and 
grip. It also means if you want to turn down the original wheels 
to make inserts for the aluminium wheels later, you could do 
so. 
  
But if you prefer a lower look, use this 15.8mm wheel kit with 
the same tyres 
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=product_in
fo&cPath=3_217&products_id=72  
  
If you race on Ninco or a wood track, use one of these tyres 
with either kit 
10mm wide tyres 
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=product_in
fo&cPath=3_22&products_id=1529  
11mm wide tyres  
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=product_in
fo&cPath=199_249&products_id=2332  
  
With all the tyres, there is a chart in the description which tells 
you the diameter when that particular tyre is fitted to the 
15.8mm or 17.3mm diameter wheel/axle kits above. 

https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=3_217
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=3_217
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=3_217&products_id=78
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=3_217&products_id=78
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=3_22&products_id=920
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=3_22&products_id=920
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=3_217&products_id=72
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=3_217&products_id=72
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=3_22&products_id=1529
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=3_22&products_id=1529
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=199_249&products_id=2332
https://www.slotraceshop.nz/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=199_249&products_id=2332

